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Contents. A range of views on various world religions is explored as Bill Maher travels to numerous religious
destinations including Jerusalem, the Vatican, and Salt Lake City, interviewing believers from a variety of
backgrounds and groups.These include a former member of Jews for Jesus, Christians, Muslims, former
Mormons, and Hasidic Jews. Maher travels to Speakers' Corner in Hyde Park ...
Religulous - Wikipedia
Samuel Benjamin Harris (born April 9, 1967) is an American author, philosopher, neuroscientist, critic of
religion, blogger, public intellectual, and podcast host.His work touches on a wide range of topics, including
rationality, ethics, free will, neuroscience, meditation, philosophy of mind, politics, Islamism, terrorism, and
artificial intelligence.
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[This interview was made for the Unz Review] Introduction by the Saker: I have always had a passion for
theology in general and the studies of religions in general.Several years ago I discovered, quite by chance, a
book written by Michael A. Hoffman II entitled Judaismâ€™s Strange Gods which I found most interesting
and thought provoking. Reading that book, I felt that I wanted to find out ...
The Saker interviews Michael A. Hoffman II | The Vineyard
Why Jews Don't Believe In Jesus, why Jews reject Jesus,why the jews don't believe in Jesus
Why Jews Don't Believe In Jesus, why Jews reject Jesus
Jews Back Kagan For Supreme Court - Interview With Kevin MacDonald PhD. Profiles In Jewish Supremacy,
Interviews, Kevin MacDonald PhD Interviews. JEWS BACK KAGAN FOR SUPREME COURT INTERVIEW
WITH KEVIN MACDONALD PhD
Jews Back Kagan For Supreme Court - Interview With Kevin
50 Comments. stephanie March 28, 2008 @ 5:30 pm. You know something? I just realized, after reading
your articles on the genocides of the Russians, the Armenians, the Ukrainians, this is what they do!
Jews Plotted The Armenian Holocaust | Real Jew News
THE BUYOUT OF THE US CONGRESS by American Jewry is now complete. Jews own Capitol Hill and
even holdouts like Rand Paul are folding. In an effort to sabotage peace with Iran, AIPACâ€™s Senator
Schumer and Jew-bought hacks: Menendez, Kirk, and Cruz are sponsoring the Jew-drafted Iran Nuclear
Weapon ...
Jew-Bought Congress Kills Iran Deal | Real Jew News
PARALLEL EVILS. Female Genital Cutting Female circumstitionsâ€”bad reasons to cut a girl The AAP's
2010 policy on FGC compared with its 1999 policy, and its 1999 policies on FGC and MGC compared.A chart
comparing circumcision with Female Genital Cutting (FGM/FGC). The UN definitions of the types of
FGM/FGC A doctor defends FGM.A study showing FGM does not impair the frequency of women's sex ...
The Intactivism Pages
How old is the world? Ancient commentators propose that the world may be simultaneously young and old.
One of the most obvious perceived contradictions between Torah and science is the age of the universe. Is it
billions of years old, like scientific data, or is it thousands of years, like Biblical ...
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How old is the world? What is the age of the universe?
Largest Religions in the United States Unlike some countries, the United States does not include a question
about religion in its census, and has not done so for over fifty years. Religious adherent statistics in the U.S.
are obtained from surveys and organizational reporting.
Largest Religious Groups in the USA - Adherents.com
73 Comments. admin October 25, 2009 @ 8:22 pm. From Brother Nathanael - Part I. Dear Real Zionist News
Family & All Readers - I made a COMMITMENT a while back that I would post REGULAR articles on OUR
site, Real Zionist News, with all the long hours of research, texting, editing, photo hunting, montaging, etc that
goes along with the articles.
Obamaâ€™s Homosexual Agenda & The Jews Behind It | Real Jew News
1. Religion. Title VII defines â€œreligionâ€• to include â€œall aspects of religious observance and practice as
well as belief.â€• Religion includes not only traditional, organized religions such as Christianity, Judaism,
Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism, but also religious beliefs that are new, uncommon, not part of a formal
church or sect, only subscribed to by a small number of people, or that ...
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